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GWR’s 1000 “County” Class now available courtesy of Partner Programme Developer Victory Works; this unique example in
Great Western two-cylinder design worked hard 5d3b920ae0
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English

A very nice locomotive.. Good modelling, good texturing, good sounds, good dynamics. Highly recommended.. A very nice
locomotive.. What an absolutely splendid loco to drive. It comes with some new features for the advanced mode, one is
simulating the flow of oil to the cylinders when drifting, another is being able to remove a broken gauge glass and replace it with
a new one. This last one can only happen if you wish it to occur in a scenario by placing a marker somewhere on the track. I
have completed two of the available scenarios and thoroughly enjoyed the run.. A very nice locomotive.. What an absolutely
splendid loco to drive. It comes with some new features for the advanced mode, one is simulating the flow of oil to the cylinders
when drifting, another is being able to remove a broken gauge glass and replace it with a new one. This last one can only happen
if you wish it to occur in a scenario by placing a marker somewhere on the track. I have completed two of the available
scenarios and thoroughly enjoyed the run.
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